Ageing Management and Refurbishment of Hot Laboratories
Refurbishment of a Nuclear Facility in operation:
Focus on the check and thorough maintenance of hot cell's
handling equipment
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1.

Context

ISAI Facility (Irradiated Assemblies Monitoring Installation) is a nuclear facility at CEA Marcoule in
south of France. It was built between 1979 and 1989 with its operation beginning in 1989 and was
developed in order to focus on the study of fast breeder fuel pins of SuperPhenix Reactor which are high
dimensions (-6m). That's why it is formed of two hot cells whose one has particularly high dimension
(length 13 m, width 6 m and height 9 m).
Today ISAI is a part of the CEA strategy for Civil Spent Fuels as an assembly dismantling and pins
containerization facility needed for many years. For this reason, CEA launched refurbishment program at
the following of the ISAi's safety reassessment by the French nuclear regulator. A part of ventilation works
required a stop in the spent fuel evacuation program of ISAI and CEA used this time to do an in-depth
maintenance on hot cell's handling equipment with humans inside the hot cells.
The aim of this presentation is to present the feedback on the handling equipment refurbishment,
using a 9 meters high scaffold in a hot cell, after twenty-five years operations without any maintenance for
certain part impossible to remove, unreachable because of the irradiation and contamination risks ...
2.

ISAI Missions and general aspects

ISAI was originally made to realize non-destructive examination and irradiated assemblies
dismantling from SUPERPHENIX reactor
whose assemblies' length, approximately
6m, force to have large hot cell for reception.
The operation cinematic is organized
around the cell's block formed by two hot cells
in red zones (totally forbidden for humans)
called "Large Cell" (1- figure 1) and "Small
Cell" (2-figure 1) and their intervention cells
called "Super Cell" (3-figure 1) and "Under
Cell" (4-figure 1) respectively.

Figure 1 ISAI plan and operation cinematic.
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